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Summary: The intention of this study was to clarify students’ difficulties in solving context-based mathematics tasks as used in the Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). The study was carried out
with 362 Indonesian ninth-and tenth-grade students. In the study we used 34 released PISA mathematics
tasks including three task types: reproduction, connection, and reflection. Students’ difficulties were identified by using Newman’s error categories, which were connected to the modelling process described by W.
Blum and D. Leiß [Math. Lehren, No. 128, 18–21 (2005; ME 2005c.01064)] and to the PISA stages of mathematisation, including (1) comprehending a task, (2) transforming the task into a mathematical problem,
(3) processing mathematical procedures, and (4) interpreting or encoding the solution in terms of the real
situation. Our data analysis revealed that students made most mistakes in the first two stages of the solution
process. Out of the total amount of errors 38% of them has to do with understanding the meaning of the
context-based tasks. These comprehension errors particularly include the selection of relevant information.
In transforming a context-based task into a mathematical problem 42 % of the errors were made. Less errors
were made in mathematical processing and encoding the answers. These types of errors formed respectively
17% and 3% of the total amount of errors. Our study also revealed a significant relation between the error
types and the task types. In reproduction tasks, mostly comprehension errors (37%) and transformation
errors (34%) were made. Also in connection tasks students made mostly comprehension errors (41%) and
transformation errors (43%). However, in reflection tasks mostly transformation errors (66%) were made.
Furthermore, we also found a relation between error types and student performance levels. Low performing
students made a higher number of comprehension and transformation errors than high performing students.
This finding indicates that low performing students might already get stuck in the early stages of the modeling process and are unable to arrive in the stage of carrying out mathematical procedures when solving a
context-based task.
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